ENGLISH LANGUAGE
English at AMAZON is very dynamic. Native speakers, from the U.S. teach all classes. We offer a grammar class where students can perfect
their usage of English. Students also have a Book class where they practice conversation, learn new vocabulary. We also offer a Literature
and Language Skills class. This class offers many benefits to our students, for example test preparation (CAE/FCE), creative and academic
writing and literature studies.

Every week students have between 6-7 hours of English Language Classes! 90 minutes are spent
working on their grammar, vocabulary, or conversation skills. Students also have the chance to read
books in English and discuss them with their teachers. A range of activities go along with each book
like for example creating your own country based on themes from Fight Club. We also offer a chance
to write in English for our school magazine The Shake. The magazine touches on various humaninterest topics as well as current events.

We enjoy celebrating European International Day of Languages here at AMAZON.
We are very fortunate to have an international student body here, so celebrating this
day shows us how many languages our students speak! Through this day, our
students become more aware of the connection it makes between people from
other countries.

Every year we also celebrate Thanksgiving by learning about the history
of the holiday and then learning some basic facts. We also like to
commemorate the Native Americans by creating headbands and
choosing Native American names. After this, we all join together to eat
a traditional Thanksgiving meal with all the trimmings!

Spirit week is a really exciting and humorous week where students can dress up to
show their school spirit! We have themed days such as One Color Day, Celebrity Day,
Crazy Socks or Crazy Hair Day, Dress Like Your Future Job Day and Pajama Day.
This week is a great week for students to come together as a class a try to have the
most spirit out of everyone in the school!
Students learn to communicate effectively and with ease by studying here at
AMAZON. They can watch movies and understand the lyrics to their favorite songs as
well as read entire pieces of literature! They will also be prepared for a world that,
more and more, requires English for professional life!
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